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Objective of this Paper (My Interpretation)

� Construct an example economy in which aggregate \sentiment shocks"
generate business cycle uctuations even though

{ Equilibrium is unique (vs. sunspot literature)

{ Sentiment shocks don't a�ect preferences, technology or policy (vs.

real business cycle and New Keynesian business cycle literature)

{ Economy is neoclassical: perfect competition, rational expecta-

tions, convex technology and consumption sets, no externalities



Outline of the Discussion

� Key model elements

� Central result (for the example).

� Comments: Is this the new theory of the origin of business cycles?



Model: Technology

� i 2 [0; 1] islands

� Technology: Each island produces a unique good with

yit = Ain
#
itk
1�#
it

where Ai is �xed for each island. Cross-sectional distribution: logAi �
N(0; �2A):



Model: Preferences and Endowments

� Preferences over home consumption cit; labor nit and trading partner's
consumption c�it:
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� Endowments kit = 1 of the �xed factor



Model: Trading and Timing

� Two sub-periods 1; 2 within each time period t

� Stage 1:

{ Island i learns that it can trade with island j

{ Both islands receive private signals (~!it; ~!jt) = ((xit; sit); (xjt; sjt))

{ Firms choose (yit; nit; kit); workers choose nit



Model: Trading and Timing

� Stage 2:

{ Trade takes place: island i sells goods c�jt to j at price pit and buys
goods c�it at prices p

�
it

{ Exchange information.

� Key: each island chooses production, labor supply before information
is exchanged. Information sets in i; j di�er in stage 1. Thus uncer-

tainty about terms of trade pit=p
�
it when allocations are chosen.



Model: Information

� Signal ~!it = (xit; sit)

xit = logAj + "it with "it � N(0; �2")

sit = xjt + �t + uit with uit � N(0; �2u)

� Aggregate \sentiment shock" �t � N(0; �2�): only source of business
cycle uctuations even though doesn't a�ect fundamentals, or i's in-
formation about j's technology. Note: (sit; sjt) positively correlated.

� Evolution of information: !1i0 = (Ai; ~!i0); and recursively !
2
it =

(!1it; !
1
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1
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2
it; ~!it+1).



Model: Equilibrium

Allocations fnit(!1it); yit(!1it); cit(!2it); c�it(!2it)g and prices
fwit(!2it); rit(!2it); pit(!2it); p�it(!2it)g such that

� Given prices, household maximize utility subject to budget constraints

� Given prices, �rms maximize, subject to technological feasibility

� Markets clear
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Model: Characterization of Equilibrium

� Household problem
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Model: Characterization of Equilibrium

� Plugging in other equilibrium conditions yields (after some algebra)�
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� When choosing labor supply island i has to form expectations about

yjt(!
1
jt); since this will determine terms of trade pit(!

2
it)=p

�
it(!

2
it):

� But yjt(!1jt) depends on Aj and island j's expectations about island
i's productivity Ai: Thus both signals (xit; sit) will a�ect yit:



Main Results

� Recall

xit = logAj + "it with "it � N(0; �2")

sit = xjt + �t + uit with uit � N(0; �2u)

� Proposition 3 (�rst part): There exists a unique competitive equilib-
rium for this economy, with

log(yit) = �0 + �a log(Ai) + �xxit + �ssit
E
h
log(pit)j!1it

i
=  0 �  a log(Ai) +  xxit +  ssit

with (�a;  a) > 0; (�x;  x) > 0 and crucially, (�s;  s) > 0:



Main Results: Intuition

� (�a;  a) > 0: output increases, expected price decreases in own pro-

ductivity. Standard result.

� (�x;  x) > 0: larger xit signals larger productivity of island j; thus

higher production of j; thus better terms of trade for i: Island i expects

a larger price for own products and produces more.

� (�s;  s) > 0: larger sit makes island i believe that j expects higher

productivity of i; thus better terms of trade for j; thus higher pro-

duction in j; which in turn signals better terms of trade for i: Thus i

expects higher prices and produces more.



Main Results

� Proposition 3 (second part): Aggregation yields (with �� > 0):

log(Yt) =
Z
log(yit)di = �0 + �s�t

� Sentiment shock �t induces aggregate uctuations.

� Why: positive realization of �t increases sit for all i; makes all island
more optimistic about terms of trade and produce more.

� Note: with common information sets every island believing in improved
terms of trade is inconsistent with rational expectations.



Comments I: Modeling Choices

� Fixed capital stock. Business cycle model without investment. Model
is essentially a static (two sub-period) model. Only potential dynamics

comes from updating of information in each island.

� Trade in goods across islands. Why no asset trade in centralized

markets (and communication through it)?

� Why do preferences change with the trading partner?



Comments II: Quantitative Relevance

� Aggregate uctuations driven by correlated shocks to higher-order be-
liefs sit. Magnitude determined by �s:
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Comments II: Quantitative Relevance

� Treating ("; �) as �xed, su�ciently large aggregate sentiment shocks
can generate aggregate uctuations as large as you want.

� If � = 0 (no trade), �2" = 0 (no confusion about trading partner's

productivity), �2� (no aggregate sentiment shocks), # = 0 or " ! 1
(deterministic endowment economy), then V ar(log Y ) = 0 and no

aggregate uctuations either.

� Have a sense of how large are ("; #; �): But how big are ("; �; �2�)?



Comments II: Quantitative Relevance

� Dynamics: Note: if �t is iid, so is log(Y ):

� But can generate desired (hump-shaped) dynamics of output in re-
sponse to a �t innovation by assuming \right" process for �t:

��t = ���t�1 + vt

with � 2 (0; 1):
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Figure 1: Persistent fluctuations. The left panel illustrates the impulse response of aggregate output to
a positive sentiment shock (solid line), along with the corresponding impulse response of the cross-sectional
average of the beliefs that each island holds either about aggregate output (dotted line) or about the output of
its trading partner (dashed line). The right panel illustrates the comparative statics of the impulse response
of aggregate output with respect to the speed of learning and the exogenous growth in the sentiment shock.

fades away, putting a stop to the self-fulfilling boom. In short, an exogenous form of “increasing
exuberance” explains the initial build-up, while endogenous learning explains the eventual fading.

These two effects are further illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1. From the dotted green
line, we see that the initial build-up disappears once ρ = 0, which removes the escalating dynamics
in the exogenous sentiment process. From the dashed red line, on the other hand, it is clear that the
persistence of the response of output increases when we raise σu, the level of noise in the s signals,
simply because this slows down learning.

Translating these effects to practical terms, we invite the reader not to seek precise interpre-
tations of either the exogenous sentiment process nor the noise variables featured in the preceding
example. These are merely convenient modeling devices that help us capture the rich waves of
“optimism” and “pessimism” that may be sustained by imperfect communication.

4.5 Contagion and propagation

To reinforce the last message, we now discuss how decentralized communication may serve as a
powerful propagation mechanism, helping self-fulfilling beliefs spread from one agent to another in
a manner akin to the spread of rumors, fads, and contagious diseases.

To build intuition, suppose the economy consists of two agents, Amy and Bob, who produce
differentiated goods and expect that, with positive probability, they will have the chance to trade
with each other. As in our earlier example with the bakers and the shoemakers, imperfect commu-
nication between Amy and Bob can sustain self-fulfilling variation in their beliefs about the terms
of their trade. Say that both Amy and Bob have formed jointly “exuberant” beliefs about the terms
of their trade—they expect each other to produce a lot and, because of these optimistic beliefs, they
are themselves willing to produce more.
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Comments III: The Big Picture

\Yet, no serious progress has been made in our formalizations of the origins

of uctuations: much like the prototypical RBC model, any state-of-the-art

DSGE model ultimately attributes the bulk of uctuations to exogenous shocks

in technologies and preferences, or some mysterious \wedges" [...] The notion

that uctuations are driven by shocks to fundamentals such as preferences and

technologies is ubiquitous within the modern macroeconomic paradigm, but

remains hardly convincing outside its realm." [footnote with the usual rants

from Krugman and Shiller]

\Motivated by these considerations, this paper develops a novel formalization of

the origins of uctuations. [...] It seeks to accommodate the view that booms

and recessions, or bubbles and crashes alike, are fueled by waves of optimism

and pessimism that may be entirely disconnected from fundamentals."



Comments III: The Big Picture

� Very ambitious paper! New theory of business cycles? Perhaps.

� But...aggregate shock �t

{ Looks a lot like the old sunspot shock to me (although this paper
does not rely on multiple equilibria).

{ Is certainly as exogenous as the technology shocks zt in the RBC
model.

{ At least we know how to measure zt in the data. How about �t?
Data on expectations/consumer sentiments?



Conclusion

� [Not surprisingly...] I am with Prescott rather than with Keynes (and

Shiller and Krugman and Buiter and...) on this one!

� But: spent last 30 years on RBC, last 20 years on New Keynesian

business cycle model.

� Looks like a coherent alternative model to me, so would be interested
to see quantitative properties worked out with disciplined (by data)

choices of ("; �; �
2
�):


